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Measurement of loop gain provides useful insight into the operation of a
negative feedback circuit. Whenproperly derived, such measurements can
verify desired bandwidth and flatness, as well as such stability parameters as
gain and phase margin. This note describes several techniques for making
these measurements, utilizing the HP 3577A Network Analyzer.
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In a typical feedback amplifier, such as shown in figure I, loop gain is
Conventiona/A~~roach
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defined as G,G,H, the product of the feedforward and feedback paths Loop
gain can be measured quite simply by opening the loop at a point such as
"X", applying a signal to ampl~fierG, and measuring the output of amplifier
G,. Because the location for "X" is theoretically unimportant, the loop can
be opened wherever is most convenient.
For such a measurement to be valid, G, must be terminated in the load
that ~tnormally sees when the loop is closed This could involve a simple
resist~veload, or it could require that a special network be designed to provide
the proper complex impedance over the frequency range of interest.

figure I

Once the c~rcuitis configured, the 3577A can easily make the requlred
measurements, with loop gain being simply the transfer function of the
series-connected stages. As shown ~nfigure 2, drive the input node with the
analyzer's source, and monitorpolnts X and Y with analyzer inputs Rand A,
respectively To avoid disturb~ngthe device under test, the use of high ~mpedance probes is recommended. Standard XI or XI0 oscilloscopeprobes can
be used in conjunction with the analyzer's I megaohm inputs, or actlve
probes such as the HP 7120A can be employed.
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Closed Loop Approaches
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figure 4

In the example above, the dual trace display of the analyzer has been used
to plot both the gain and phase of the circuit under test. The measurement
shows a gain margin of 13 dB, that is, a loop gain of - 73 dB at the frequency
where the phase response is - 180 degrees. In other words, at the frequency
where the feedback becomes positive, there is 73 dB too little gain to support
oscillation. The same plot also shows that the phase mawin (measured at
the unity gain frequency)is about 75 degrees..

Unfortunately, some systems cannot operate with their feedback loops
onernd in the manner iust described. Power s u ~ ~ l i efor
s . exam~le.will tend
to produce high outpui voltages when feedback'is di.connected,dotentially
damaging internal circuitry or tripping over-voltage protectors.
In these cases, loop gain can be measured without opening the loop, as
shown in figure 4. With a test signal coupled into the circuit as shown, loop
gain is again measured as the ratio of stimulus (input to G
,) to response
(output from G,).
Coupling the test srimulus into the loop is probably the hardest part of this
approach. The test signal must be added to the loop at frequencies and amplitudes appropriate to the device under test, all without substantially altering the
gain or frequency response of the loop.

In some applications, a current probe such as the HP 7770B can be used
to magnetically couple a signal into the circuit. Theprobe is clipped directly
around a wire at some point where loop signals are confined to a single path.
Its low output impedance /<.07 ohm) guarantees a minimum of disturbance
to the circuit under test. The probe can then be driven from the analyzer's
source output, with the anayzer inputs connected directly to the circuit on
either side of the probe.
Limitations to the current probe technique are as follows:

I. In order to work properly, the probe must be used at a point where the
driving impedance is quite low compared to the load impedance. A point
between two amplifier stages will usually fit this requirement.
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2. Because the probe is an inductive device, its response rolls off sharply at
low frequencies. Test signal coupling becomes quite poor below about 1 kHz.
3. The eficiency of this current injection scheme is generally poor. In
order to couple enough signal into the loop for an adequate signal to noise
ratio, it may be necessary to pass the pickup wire through the probe cavity
several times.
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figure 5 Closed loop signal injection schemes

It may also be possible to add an active summingjunction to the feedback
loop, as shown in figure 56. With care, such a circuit can be designed for use
from DC to many megahertz. As suggested previously, it is necessary for this
circuit to have unity gain, flat frequency response and minimal phase delay
over the range of frequencies measured. Insert the summer into the loop and
connect the analyzer inputs to points X and Y.
The major drawback to this approach is the added complexity of building
an appropriate summing circuit and physically adding it to the device under
test.
For both techniques, the choice of signal levels is quite important. With
too high a stimulus level, individual loop stages may saturate, especially at
frequencies where gain is high. With too little stimulus, the actual input signal
(channelRl may drop below the noise level. With the 3577A, signal to noise
ratio can be improved by using vector averaging or a narrower receiver
bandwidth.

Given the general feedback circuit of figure 4, we can write the expression
APPENDIX: Feedback Analysis
for
the s'g"a1 at point Y:
-A Mathematica/Basis
Ylf) = ISlfl
therefore,

But S(fl

+ Ylfll x G21flx Hlfl x l- 71 x G,lfl

+ Ylf) = Xlfl, so

E
Xlfl

= - G,(fI G,lfl Hlfl,

the basis for the loop gain measurements described herein. The minus
sign causes the phase of AIR to be offset by a constant 780 degrees, which
can be readily corrected with the 3577A's vector math. Note that the equation for Ylfl assumes that stimulus signal Slf) appears entirely across the input
to G, lie. none is absorbed by G, I. Hence, only summing techniques with
some inherent isolation (such as those described above) should be used.
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